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We have come to the end of another year that were 

full of new and exciting prospects within planning. 

The first SACPLAN Bulletin of 2014 (the January   

issue) kicked off with an article from Prof Vanessa 

Watson with the title “Wescape: Planning or Politics”. 

In this article Prof Watson referred to the application 

by the City of Cape Town to the Western Cape     

Ministry of Local Government, Environmental Affairs 

and Development Planning to approve an        

amendment of the Cape Town Spatial Development 

Framework (CTSDF), particularly the urban edge, to 

facilitate the proposed Wescape development north of 

Cape Town. The question is asked why an SDF is 

amended shortly after its approval. 

The SACPLAN Bulletin also kept its readers informed 

on the progress with SPLUMA and its Regulations. 

Also see the notice in this bulletin you will read more 

on the current progress. 

In the February issue of the SACPLAN Bulletin the 

SAACPP provided an informative article on the topic 

of “Conflict of Interest”. You are encourage to access 

this issue on the SACPLAN Website as this is a must 

read for all planners. This was followed by an article 

on “Misconduct and Wrongful Acts” in the March    

issue. 

The SACPLAN LinkedIn group was the most active 

social media platform with more than 1100 members. 

The SACPLAN Facebook page, which was estab-

lished on 7 September 2012 had already received 

more that 580 likes. The SACPLAN Twitter page, 

which is the youngest of the SACPLAN social media 

platforms, has more than 145 followers. Followers of 

the SACPLAN Twitter page include the  

During August we celebrated Women’s Day and 

Women’s month. 

World Town Planning Day was celebrated on 8 No-

vember with a number of events. One such event was 

the World Town Planning Online Conference. This is 

an event that was hosted by the APA - International 

Division, the CIP, the FIU, the IFHP, the PIA, the 

RTPI, and the SACPLAN. 
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Following the recent adoption of a formal policy for 

the recognition of voluntary associations by the South 

African Council for Planners (SACPLAN), Peter     

Dacomb reports that the SAACPP will soon submits 

its application. 

The adoption of the policy by the SACPLAN stems 

from the provisions of, inter alia, Section 17 of the       

Planning Profession Act, 2002 (Act 36 of 2002) and 

Rule Number 32 of the adopted Rules of the       

SACPLAN. In compliance with the aforesaid       

SACPLAN policy and the provisions of the Act and 

the Rules, the SAACPP, being a voluntary             

association must confirm that it has, as its main     

object, the promotion and protection of the interests 

of the planning profession. The Association focuses 

narrowly on the interests of planners in the consulting 

profession (where firms or partnerships or companies 

are members of the Association). In this regard the 

Association considers that it will comply sufficiently 

with the requirements of the Act and the guidelines. 

As far as the more detailed requirements of the 

adopted policy are concerned, the Association must 

prove: 

 that its constitution is not in conflict with the    

constitution of the country; 

 that its constitution is not in conflict with the   

Planning Profession Act, 2002 (Act 36 of 2002) 

and the policies of SACPLAN; 

 that its constitution does not obligate members to 

adhere to a Code of Conduct which may be in 

conflict with the Code of Conduct of SACPLAN; 

 that the Association is of South African origin and 

that it has an independent governing body which 

is not influenced by a foreign body or authority; 

 that it consists primarily of firms / companies /  

institutions as members and must have no fewer 

than 10 such entities as fully registered members 

in good standing; and 

 that the majority of the representatives of member 

firms / companies are Registered Professional 

Planners, as contemplated in the Planning      

Profession Act, 2002 (Act 36 of 2002). 

The Association is comfortable that it is in a position 

to comply with all of the aforesaid requirements and 

that, when such submission is made in writing to the 

SACPLAN, it will commit to promoting the further  

registration with the SACPLAN amongst individual 

members in as far as it may be necessary. Of course 

this is a prerequisite to becoming a member of the 

Association in any event and, as such, the             

Association already complies substantially with this 

requirement. 

Against this background, the Association will indeed 

be approaching the SACPLAN for formal recognition 

as a voluntary association in terms of Section 17 of 

the Planning Profession Act, 2002 (Act 36 of 2002).  

It is anticipated that such application will serve before 

the first plenary meeting of the South African Council 

for Planners in 2015. 

In recent times, a number of questions have arisen 

with regard to consulting planners having passed 

away and where difficulties have arisen with regard to 

succession and continuation of their firms. 

A case in point was the untimely passing of Hugo 

Olivier, the Principal of Hugo Olivier and Associates.  

In this Issue 

 News from the SAACPP 

 Succession and Continuation 

 World Town Planning Day Celebrations held 

 SPLUMA Draft Regulations 

 Newly Registered Planners 

 

 News from SAACPP 

Succession and Continuation: 

What happens when the Principal of a 

small planning practice passes away? 
Peter Dacomb - SAACPP 
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A number of unfinished planning assignments were 

underway at the time of Hugo's passing. Depending 

on the arrangements with regard to the form of    

business in which the planning practice is operated at 

the time of death of the Principal, the files with regard 

to each of such planning assignments may end up 

with the Executor of the Deceased Estate. This may 

lead to various frustrations and delays whilst the    

Estate is being attended to. 

The Association has taken advice from Adriaan  

Venter Attorneys and Associates who are well versed 

in the manner in which planning firms conduct their 

business. In a nutshell, the legal advice suggests 

that, where a planning firm does not consist of       

multiple partners / directors who may take up the   

baton and finish the proverbial race when one or 

more partners in the firm pass away, it will be prudent 

for a one person firm to have a codicil prepared to be 

added to his / her last Will and Testament, to deal 

properly with such an event. 

The codicil should spell out the practical                 

arrangements with regard to the active files on record 

with the firm as one date of death. This presupposes 

that some form of agreement will have to be         

concluded with a person or firm who will be willing to 

take charge of the active files in the event of the 

death of the aforesaid Principal. 

A number of considerations serve to complicate this 

arrangement. Partially completed planning             

assignments, for which invoicing is yet to be          

rendered, may be considered part of the assets of the 

Deceased Estate. The latter will only apply in         

circumstances where the model of business is a Sole 

Proprietorship, directly linked to the Estate of the   

deceased. 

In the event that some other vehicle of business has 

been created (a close corporation or small company), 

such entity will have to be wound up. Partly         

completed planning assignments may be considered 

to have a certain asset value which will come into 

reckoning in the process of winding up the business. 

Partly completed assignments may have a "future 

value" for work yet to be done and work yet to be  

invoiced. The nominated planner or firm agreeing to 

become the successor to the deceased will have to 

engage with the clients of the deceased in order to 

determine whether the clients will be satisfied with 

the new arrangement. The agreement between the 

planners will not necessarily bind the instructing    

clients, albeit that the succeeding planner will have 

the obligation to temporarily "take over the files" and 

then engage with the various clients to reach new 

agreements with regard to completing any unfinished 

assignment (and to come to an agreement with     

regard to professional fees and related matters). 

From the above it follows that planners in private 

practice should be forewarned that proactive steps 

are required to have the aforesaid codicil prepared 

and legal advice in this regard will be necessary. In 

the absence of such arrangements, the Executor of 

the Estate and remaining family members may be 

confronted with irate clients requiring that the         

assignments be completed. This burden should be 

removed from the Estate and family of the deceased 

and should be placed in the hands of a competent 

successor for the reasons explained above. 

November 8 was World Town Planning Day. It is a 

special day to recognise and promote the role of 

planning in creating liveable communities. 

The SACPLAN was then also actively involved in a 

number of the events held around the country to   

celebrate this day. The Chairperson of Council       

Ms Nontsundu Ndonga attended and gave a   

presentation at a draft Integrated Urban Development 

Framework Stakeholder Engagement and World 

Town Planning Day Celebration hosted by the KZN 

COGTA. 

The Deputy Chairperson of Council Mr Tshisa    

Madima was invited to attend a workshop and award 

Call for Articles  

SACPLAN Bulletin urge all registered persons to 

contribute to this newsletter and to share inter-

esting news, dates, facts, happenings, projects, 

etc. regarding planning and  development       

issues. 

World Town Planning Day       

Celebrations held 
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ceremony at the University of Venda celebrating 

World Town Planning Day. Mr Martin Lewis attended 

an event in celebration of the World Town Planning 

Day with the theme “Equality in the City: Making   

Cities Socially Cohesive”, hosted by the Ekurhuleni 

Planner’s Hub. 

The SACPLAN also participated in celebrating World 

Town Planning Day through the WTPD online     

Conference. The topic for the 2014 online conference 

was “Equality in the City: Making - Cities Socially  

Cohesive”. 

General Notice No. 1144 

Spatial Planning and Land use Management Act 

(16/2013) - Draft Regulations in terms of the Act 

National Gazettes, No 38331 of 12 December, 2014 

The Minister of Rural Development and Land Reform 

called for comments on the draft regulations made in 

terms of section 54 (1) read with section 54 (2) (b) of 

the Spatial Planning and Land Use Management Act, 

16 of 2013, for public comments as set out in the 

Schedule. 

This is a further call for comments which was initially 

published in Gazette No 37797 from the 04 July 2014 

to the 04 September 2014, Gazette No 38077 from 

the 10 October 2014 to the 10 November 2014 and a 

Gazette notice to be published on the 12 December 

2014. 

Interested persons and organisations may submit 

their comments on the draft regulations in writing on 

or before the 23 January 2015 to: 

 The Director-General 

 do Sunday Ogunronbi 

 Department of Rural Development and Land 

Reform 

 224 Helen Joseph Street 

 Room 605, Capitol Towers 

 Pretoria 

Or per fax to (012) 321 6419 or 086 692 8882 

 Private Bag X 833 

 Pretoria 

 0001 

Email: spluma@ruraldevelopment.gov.za; 

 sunday.ogunronbi@drdlr.gov.za; 

Kindly provide the name, address, telephone, fax 

numbers and email address of the person or         

organisation submitting the comments. 

The draft regulations are available on the following 

link: 

http://www.ruraldevelopment.gov.za/phocadownload/

SPLUMB/draft%20spluma%20regulations_vers2.pdf 

Or on request via the following email: 

 abena.kwayisi@drdIr.gov.za or 

 enkosi.mpondo@drdlr.gov.za 

The following Schedule sets out the Arrangement of 

the Regulations as published for comments: 

 Chapter 1 - Introductory Provision 

Definitions 

 Chapter 2 - Municipal Planning Tribunals 

Part A 

Municipal Assessment - Municipal assessment prior 

to establishment of Municipal Planning Tribunal 

Part B 

Municipal Planning Tribunal for Local Municipal Area 

- Institutional requirements for establishment of     

Municipal Planning Tribunal for local municipal area 

Part C 

Joint Municipal Planning Tribunal - Agreement to  

establish joint Municipal Planning Tribunal;          

Monitoring of joint Municipal Planning Tribunal; and   

Withdrawal from or termination of joint Municipal 

Planning Tribunal 

Part D 

Municipal Planning Tribunal for District Municipal  

Area - Agreement to establish Municipal Planning 

Tribunal for District Municipal Area; Monitoring and 

implementing decision of Municipal Planning Tribunal 

for district municipal area; and Termination of Munici-

pal Planning Tribunal for district municipal area 

 

SPLUMA - Draft Regulations 
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Part E 

Adjustment of the Division of Functions and Powers 

of Local Municipality - Allocation of municipal      

planning function 

Part F 

General Matters - Technical and other advisors to 

Municipal Planning Tribunal; Hearings of Municipal 

Planning Tribunal; and Legal indemnification 

 Chapter 3 - Land Development and Land Use 

Applications 

Submission of land development and land use      

applications; Categories of land development and 

land use applications; Timeframes for Land           

development and land use applications; Alignment of 

authorisations; Application where no land use 

scheme is in place; and Areas under traditional lead-

ership 

 Chapter 4 - Appeals 

Determination of appeal procedures; Contents of  

appeal procedures; Jurisdiction of appeal authority; 

Hearing by appeal authority; Oral hearing by appeal 

authority; Circumstances in which oral hearing may 

be dispensed with; Representation before appeal  

authority; Opportunity to make submissions          

concerning evidence; Decision of appeal authority; 

Body or institution outside of the municipality         

assumes obligations of appeal authority; Body or  

institution outside of the municipality assumes       

obligations of appeal authority in the manner         

determined by provincial legislation; Official with   

delegated authority to assume the obligations of   

appeal authority; Timeframe for submission of appeal 

to appeal authority; and Duty of municipality 

 Chapter 5 - Intervener Status 

Petition to be granted intervener status; Security for 

costs of appeal; and Interested person 

 Chapter 6 - Exemptions 

Request for exemption in writing; Deciding of request 

for exemption; and Procedures related to withdrawal 

of exemption 

 Chapter 7 -  General 

Electronic submissions; National support and      

monitoring; Reason for and procedure for issuing 

ministerial directive regarding spatial development 

framework or plan; and Short title and date of      

commencement 

There were five schedules included in the above-

mentioned regulations. These are: 

 Schedule 1: Norms and standards for the terms 

and conditions of service of members of          

Municipal Planning Tribunal 

 Schedule 2: Standard Call for Nominations for 

Persons to be Appointed as Members to the   

Municipal Planning Tribunal 

 Schedule 3: Code of Conduct for Members of the 

Municipal Planning Tribunal 

 Schedule 4: Standard Agreement for the          

Establishment of a Joint Municipal Planning     

Tribunal 

 Schedule 5: Standard Categories of Land        

Development and Land Use Applications 

A number of World Town Planning Day (WTPD) 

events were held in the leading up to WTPD on the 

8th November 2014. 

One of these was the WTPD Online Conference, 

which took place from 5 - 7 November 2014.  

The WTPD Online Conference kicked off on  

SACPLAN Motto:  

Reinventing Planning, Changing Lives 

WTPD Online Conference a  

success 
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Wednesday 5 November at 12:00 London Time 

(14:00 South African Time) and ended on Thursday 6 

Nov 19:00 (21:00 South African Time). Speakers to 

the event included Remy Sietchiping (UN-HABITAT), 

Rachelle Alterman, William Chandler, and Genie 

Birch. 

The following organisations have made the WTPD 

Online Conference possible: 

 

 

 

 

Professor Rachelle Alterman gave the second   

Opening Keynote Address for the 2014 World Town 

Planning Day Online Conference, in which she 

looked at the relationship between planning law and 

social justice. Her presentation begun by looking at 

the history of planning law, where initially there was 

no exclusionary intention but the result has been so-

cial exclusion, and concluded with recommendations 

on how planning laws may be developed or amended 

to facilitate social inclusion.  

Alterman explained that planning law evolved from 

Europe’s Industrial Revolution. She emphasised that 

one should not confuse “planning” and “planning law” 

as “planning” had originated centuries before 

“planning law”. Recent examples showing the        

difference between “planning” and “planning law” are 

the former Soviet countries and China which did not 

have planning laws but implemented planning. Post-

1990, the former communist countries are adopting 

planning laws because prior to 1990, planning was 

top-down. Alterman notes that planning laws always 

have a democratic feature. 

Alterman believes that the United States of America 

(USA) demonstrates clearly the negative lessons on 

planning laws. The motivation for planning laws in the 

USA was different from Europe. In Europe, planning 

laws were developed to enable the Industrial       

Revolution whilst preventing nuisance factors. In the 

USA, planning laws were developed in the 1920s and 

1930s where urban areas were already stratified into 

rich and poor and the rich were motivated to protect 

their property values. Hence, in the USA, the purpose 

of planning laws were to exclude the poor. 

Alterman summarises the relationship between   

planning law and social exclusion in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: The relationship between planning regula-

tion and social exclusion (Alterman 2014: WTPD 

Second Opening Key Note Address). 

 

Follow us on Twitter @SACPLAN1 

“Planning Law and Social Justice: A 

strained relationship” by Professor 

Rachelle Alterman, World Town 

Planning Day Online Conference, 5 

November 2014 
Article by Alka Ramnath 

https://twitter.com/SACPLAN1
https://twitter.com/SACPLAN1
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Alterman’s research has shown that there is no     

uniformity amongst planning laws and that whilst the 

majority of the world’s 195 member states of the  

United Nations have some type of planning laws, in 

most countries, “these laws are either irrelevant,   

corrupted, poorly enforced or apply to only the richer 

parks of cities”. Alterman states that the “selective 

application of planning laws hold the danger of use 

for social exclusion”. However, there is “no advanced 

economy without planning law and development  

controls” and that “the number of countries with new 

or renewed planning laws is recently increasing    

rapidly”. This is demonstrated by UN-Habitat         

establishing a new unit dedicated to planning law. 

Alterman asserts that “developing countries” have a 

“window of opportunity” for creating and/or amending 

their planning laws to enable social inclusion by 

learning from the lessons of “advanced economies”. 

She identifies the following lessons for “developing 

countries”: 

Think critically of new regulations – what are the 

objectives and trade-offs. 

Account for the cost of regulation – calculate     

anticipated impact on housing prices. 

Analyse implementation capacity. Do not regulate 

more than can implement. 

Analyse enforcement capacity. Do not regulate 

more than can enforce. 

Calculate financing of public services and impact 

on private taxes, home prices. 

Leave some moderate leeway for private-law    

gating – a social need that will pop up any-

how – but integrate with city. 

(Alterman 2014: WTPD Second Opening Key Note 

Address) 

The comparison between the Spatial Planning and 

Land Use Management Act, 2013 (SPLUMA)        

implementation and the lessons identified are        

interesting. Whilst one can observe a correlation   

between some of the lessons and the implementation 

of SPLUMA, it is unclear if the SPLUMA                 

implementation considered all of the lessons. For 

those planners who still are in the process of         

developing provincial legislation and the municipal by

-laws, considering the lessons identified by Alterman 

will add value to their initiatives. 

See http://alterman.technion.ac.il/publications/ for a 

list of Alterman’s publications on planning law and 

http://alterman2.technion.ac.il/files/

Book_chapters/2013-world-bank.pdf for her report 

entitled “Planning Laws, Development Controls, and 

Social Equity Lessons for Developing                 

Countries” (2014) on which the paper presented was 

based. 

See https://wtpdonlineconference.webex.com/

mw0401l/mywebex/nbrDownload.do?

siteurl=wtpdonlineconference to listen to a recording 

of the presentation. 

Professor Alterman is a co-founder of the internation-

al Platform of Experts in Planning Law (see http://

internationalplanninglaw.net.technion.ac.il/). South 

Africa is now a member of this organisation and is 

represented by Mr Stephen Berrisford.  

The following applications for registration with     

SACPLAN were approved during the last Council 

Meeting: 

As Professional Planners: 

Mrs. Hatembo Vimbai Mitchelene; Ms. Mkhize Ziningi 

Zanele; Ms. Mapuleng Hilda; Ms. Maphutha   

Khathutshelo Roselyne; Mr. Van Der Merwe       

Nicholas; Ms. Labuschagne Janette Jemima;         

Mr. Plunkett Simon; Ms. Madikizela Lusanda;         

Mr. Denoon-Stevens Stuart Paul; Mr. Mdakane 

Siyabonga Brian; Ms. Rasehlo Maite Lydia;           

Ms. Ramloutan Ashena Mohanlal; Ms. Madangombe 

Wadzanai  Patience; Mr. Govender Paramanathan; 

Mr. Goosen Allen; Mr. Fullard Jodi; Mrs. Jacobs 

Christine; Mr. Nkoe Mosimanegape Ashley;           

Ms. Campbell Melodie Jodia; Mrs. Van Niekerk    

Margaretha Cornelia; Mr. Gwala Sizwe Njabulo;     

Mr. Mandli Kabelo Lesetja; Mrs. Patten Karen Louise; 

Mrs. Currie Frances; Mrs. Lategan Christi;             

Ms. Khuzwayo Khanyisile Octavia; Mrs. Zitha Hazel 

Nokuhle; Ms. Kriek Marieke; Ms Campbell Cherié; 

Newly Registered Planners 

http://alterman.technion.ac.il/publications/
http://alterman2.technion.ac.il/files/Book_chapters/2013-world-bank.pdf
http://alterman2.technion.ac.il/files/Book_chapters/2013-world-bank.pdf
https://wtpdonlineconference.webex.com/mw0401l/mywebex/nbrDownload.do?siteurl=wtpdonlineconference
https://wtpdonlineconference.webex.com/mw0401l/mywebex/nbrDownload.do?siteurl=wtpdonlineconference
https://wtpdonlineconference.webex.com/mw0401l/mywebex/nbrDownload.do?siteurl=wtpdonlineconference
http://internationalplanninglaw.net.technion.ac.il/
http://internationalplanninglaw.net.technion.ac.il/
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Mr. Harmse Danie; Mr. Botha Gerhardus Wilhelm; 

Mrs. Langa Uyanda Lindiwe; Mr. Masonganye 

Thapedi Adam; Ms. Dlomo Nqobile Zanele;           

Ms. Tukwayo Nqabakazi Nqabomzi; Mrs. Green  

Chéri Adele; Mrs. Radebe Lebohang Charlott;       

Ms. Neethling  Wilmari; Mr. Neethling Johannes  

Hendrik Hern; Mr. Mabasa Ntsako Fortune;          

Mrs. Turner Glaudina Maria; Mr. Govender Navelan; 

Ms. Ngobese Xoliswa Felicity; and Mr. Botha Gerrit. 

As Technical Planners: 

Ms. Matlou Ntswaki; Mr. Phungula Sihle;                

Ms. Mokhutswane Anna Keneuwe; and Mr. Dalvie 

Shahiem. 

As Candidate Planners: 

Ms. Ramperthab Bavisha; Ms. Luvhengo Mpho;    

Ms. Rakabe Manyedi Jostina; Ms. Moswane       

Mangakane Retsebile; Mr. Hlatshwayo Remofilwe 

Simphiwe; Mr. Makamisa Mthandazo; Ms. Gwilikana 

Zenande; Mr. Mthiyane Ndumiso Pius Phiyona 

Thamsanqa; Mr. Maree Gerhard Andreas;              

Mr. Matosse Elijah Phumlane; Ms. Dlamini             

Sibusisiwe Patience; Mr. Ndebele Robert; Ms. Ralake 

Benedicta Thato; Ms. Ndlovu Tintswalo Eunice;     

Mr. Sithole Ntlhari Wiseman; Ms. Selala             

Mmagomoshabane Kadibetso; Mr. Tshilande Dafrey 

Pfuluwani; Mr. Jankie Reatlehile; Ms. Tshabadira 

Aumaki Elisa; Ms. Machaba Nkhensani Prudence; 

Mr. Nel Darren Henry; Ms. Ntshangase Zakhona 

Ayanda; Mr. Ntsebeza Daluvuyo; Ms. Tlowan Linah 

Palesa; Mr. Matshitsa Thato; Ms. Mathabatha 

Raisibe Pheladi; Ms. Letsoalo Kwena Maria;          

Mr. Ntsimane Oatile Origenius; Ms. Ngwenya        

Nobukhosi; Mr. Pretorius Markus James;               

Ms. Dimitrova Elizabet Plamen; Ms. Benting Faren 

Estelle; Ms. Tshabalala Thandeka Nosimilo;          

Ms. Botha Dané; Ms. Gcwini Vuyokazi;                   

Mr. Molokomme Moloko Justice; Ms. Wildskit Alanza 

Suzaan; Ms. Nkonzo Nangamso; Ms. Tshesane 

Mpelang Rebone; Ms. Langenhoven Olivia Theresa 

Margariet; Mr. Khumalo Thabo; Mr. Tsitsing Kevin 

Kabelo; Mr. Somkebe Songeze Bagcobile;             

Mr. Ngubane Nkosinathi; Mr. Witbooi Martin Lauren 

Henry; Ms. David Tamara Chadé; Ms. Dwane   

Yolanda; Mr. Mazantsana Agcobile; Ms. Venter  

Tassja; Ms. Malema Hope Koketsa; Mr. Xokozela 

Zipho; Ms. Shongwe Gcinile Precious; Ms. Kriel      

Ma-René; Ms. Maree Anneen; Mr. Weakley Dylan 

Jon; Ms. Mangele Sigcine; Mr. Kruger Andries     

Gerhardus; Ms. Chordnum Shastelle Ruth;            

Ms. Mpe Mamonare Reabetsoe Salome; Mr. Von 

Solms Wiam; Ms. Sidlayiya Achumile Aphiwe;       

Ms. Tsile Gofaone Imelda; Ms. Malevu Zamazwide; 

and Mr. Bhaila Zaheer. 

As Candidate Student Planners: 

Mr. De Beer Arno; Ms. Mavhungu Nyadzawela Leah; 

Ms. Masuku Mbali Vivian; Mr. Gumede Thembelihle 

Bathandwa; Mr. Nkosi Gibson Ndumiso; Mr. Gumede 

Phumlani Ziphozonke Mzamo; Ms. Dyer Samantha 

Louise; Mr. Naidoo Chanden Thaman; Mr. Jacobs 

Jevon Luke; Ms. Mkhize Gcina Syble;                     

Mr. Nkwanyana Nhlanhlayakhe Peter; Mr. Wortley 

Ivan Martin; Ms. Khumalo Thabile Joyfull; Ms. Pillay 

Prineesa; Ms. Mbonambi Zinhle Favourite;              

Ms. Hlengwa Sinenhlanhla Patience; Ms. Arjunan 

Novania; Ms. Loggenberg Regina Dorothea; Ms. Zulu 

Azola; Ms. Naidoo Nevlene; Ms. Sithole Sabeliwe 

Nomfundo; Mr. Msomi Xolani Selwyn; Mr. Ngcobo 

Njabulo; Mr. Rabothata Collin Seepe; Ms. Webb 

Bianca; Ms. Mthombeni Fanisa Suzan;                   

Ms. Ratshifheti Tshifhiwa Phyllis; Mr. Nxele Francois 

Siphesihle; Mr. Molvi Hashim; Ms. Mpanza            

Zamanhlengwa Selusiwe; Ms. Robertson            

Brenna-Leigh; Mr. Lomalisa Kevin Litenye;             

Mr. Magabiyane Bavuyise Yongama; and Mr. Bitijula 

Samuel. 

 

SACPLAN’s VISION 

To pioneer the  founding spirit of inno- vation in the facilitation of sustainable 

The individual opinions raised in the newsletter is 
not that of SACPLAN or its Council Members. 

 

 

The SACPLAN Offices will be closed 

from 17 December 2014 and will reopen 

again on 5 January 2015 
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For Contributions to the SACPLAN Bulletin 

Please contact Martin Lewis at planner@sacplan.co.za 

To contact SACPLAN 

 

International Business Gateway Office Park 

Cnr New Road & 6th Road 

Midridge Office Park 

1st Floor, Block G 

Tel: 011 318 0460 / 0437 

Fax: 011 318 0405 / 086 549 4802 

Email: planner@sacplan.co.za 

PO Box 1084 

Halfway House 

Midrand 

1685 

 

www.sacplan.org.za 

 

The individual opinions raised in the newsletter is 
not that of SACPLAN or its Council Members. 


